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Mile Zero Dance is located in what is colonially referred to as Edmonton or 
Amiskwacîwâskahikan. ᐊᒥᐢᑿᒌᐚᐢᑲᐦᐃᑲᐣ meaning “beaver hills house”, in Cree. 
We are honoured to work in Treaty Six territory, which has been safeguarded by 
the Cree, Nakota, Blackfoot, Dene, Metis, and other Indigenous groups who 
prospered here before settlers arrived, and continue to make Edmonton a rich 
and generous place to live and work.

EDUCATION
For classes, workshops and 
education outreach, check out 
website.

Annual General Meeting (AGM)
OCTOBER 25, 8 PM 
10411 82 AVE, EDMONTON

Exercise democracy and learn about MZD’s Covid season and Equity/Diversity roadmap. 
Memberships must be purchased by October 2nd in order to vote.

Associate Artists 2021-22
MZD will be working closely with two associate artists 
in a reciprocal mentorship, developing resilience, 
sharing resources and strengthening our work to 
broaden the field of dance.

Lebo Disele is a PhD candidate in Drama at the 
University of Alberta with a focus on movement, acting, 
directing, and dramaturgy.  She places the body at the 
centre as a process of exploring how oppression 
impacts and lives in the body

Stephanie Patsula  is an MFA graduate  in Intermedia 
at  the University of Alberta. In addition to her art 
practice she aims to foster connections within the arts 
community, working with project spaces and arts 
incubators to activate sites with programming, 
interventions and events

ABOUT
Mile Zero Dance Society (MZD) has 
been a staple non-profit charity in 
Edmonton for 35 years and we
are committed to working 
sustainably and ethically in the arts, 
while pushing artistic voices to their 
most vocal. 

MZD is run by a volunteer Board of 
Directors, a small staff, and the 
assistance of numerous generous 
volunteers.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Gerry Morita/ Artistic Director 
info@milezerodance.com

Kelly Ruth/ General Manager 
admin@milezerodance.com

Crystal Eyo/ Media 
media@milzerodance.com

Trent Crosby/ Technical Director 
trentcrosby@live.com

SUPPORT
Season Pass $160
Membership $15

Donations over $20 will be given a 
charitable receipt and monthly 
donors  automatically receive a 
Season Pass.

EVENTS

Salvaged
SEPTEMBER 17–18, 8 PM, SEPTEMBER 19, 2 PM
11208 65 ST EDMONTON (OUTDOORS)
$15 MEMBERS | $20 GENERAL 

A co-production with Lowlands Project Space. Six dancers will animate the backyard gallery of 
Lowlands, in a conversation with upcycled sculptures commissioned by local artists.
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The Collective Body
Inner Fish Performance Co.
OCTOBER 20–23–ONGOING
10411 82 AVE, EDMONTON (OUTDOORS)
FREE

The Collective Body explores the constraints and unique possibilities of digital connection, 
while serving as a reminder of the deep importance and irreplaceability of shared physical 
space. Video and audio compositions gathered in a mesmerizing collage of diverse bodies 
will be projected on the exterior of The Army and Navy Building on Whyte Ave.
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Site/Sight/Place
DECEMBER 11, 8 PM
$15 MEMBERS | $20 GENERAL

Lebo Disele curates/performs in an interdisciplinary salon featuring Hip Hop and African Dance, 
poetry and visual art. Artists will present work that explores place, voice and visibility (sight).
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Icône Pop
Mélanie Demers/MAYDAY (Montreal)
FEBRUARY 18–19, 8 PM
$20 MEMBERS | $25 GENERAL

Icône Pop is a playful clash between religious and pop iconographies, the sacred and the profane, 
saintly exultation and self-glorification. Nods to the Virgin Mary and Beyoncé feature side-by-side 
in a striptease of the utmost modesty.
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The Real Disaster Show
APRIL 29–30, 8 PM
$20 MEMBERS | $25 GENERAL

MZD Artistic Director Gerry Morita explores environmental catastrophe through fire, wind, and 
ice melting in a warehouse setting where the visceral reality of the dancers becomes stark. A 
continuation of work with Erin Gruber, aAron Munson, Deviani Bonilla, Richard Lee, Justin 
Calvadores, Nico Arnaez, Farhad Khosravi, and Daniel Stadnicki.
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blur 
MARCH 26, 8 PM
$15 MEMBERS | $20 GENERAL

  blur is an embodied exploration at the intersection of dance, performance art, sound & theatre.
Through workshops, presentations, performances and collaborations, blur asks it’s participants to 
obscure and soften the technical boundaries of a variety of practices, in favour of a less distinct 
representation of the whole. Curated by Stephanie Patsula.
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SHED | knowing each other as different and the same
Pam Tzeng (Calgary)
JUNE 3–4, 8 PM
$15 MEMBERS | $20 GENERAL

A sensorial unravelling. A conjuring of ancestral love, grief, and the embodied 
values of Pam Tzeng and collaborators. The performance installation features a 
collection of moving portraits centering the multiplicity and humanity of bodies 
of culture, including a duet created with experimental musician FOONYAP.
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New Dance Festival 
JUNE 18–24

A celebration of dance in Edmonton. Save the date!
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S I T E  L I N E S
Mile Zero Dance emerges from pandemic lockdown to present a hybrid 
season that embraces in-person events, while maintaining  digital 
availability for those who are attending remotely. 

“As we vacate our previous venue, Spazio Performativo, and prepare our 
new one, Site Lines brings attention to work that is site-specific both for 
the dancer and the audience. How does the site affect our sight? How does 
the viewer affect the dancer moving? This social choreography of space is 
both subtle and strong, and can bring a sense of newness and collective 

unity to dance as an artform. The artist and the audience are both free to 
define their own position without the constraints of the proscenium stage. This 
can also extend into our daily routines as a new way of seeing and sensing the 
world. Please take the time to enjoy” 
— Gerry Morita


